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exiting the echo chamber
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I had my reasons for going on this trip at the beginning. I couldn't do this for no reason, it was
way too expensive. But the further and deeper I got into it, the more important it seemed. The
more reasons I accumulated - the more acquaintances and stories and thoughts I accumulated.
I could talk about the time in San Francisco when I vomited out the window of an uber after a
night of cocktails or about my first experience with an uncircumcised penis or any of the other
antics I got up to on my month long train expedition. One thing I've learned, maybe THE one allencapsulating thing I've learned, is that I'm craving something deeper. For so long I've been
trying to just survive and some of that included succumbing to hedonistic indulgences and using
nihilism as an excuse for those behaviors and for not participating in the world.
Now I want to start living up to my values instead of living down to my depression. I want deeper
relationships, deeper community, deeper intimacy. My therapist was very happy to hear this, like
she's know I've wanted this all along. What else does she know about me that I haven't realized
yet?
I wrote this at the beginning, June 4th: "So many people have asked me why I'm doing this train
trip. It feels like everyone thinks I'm trying to go on some big soul searching expedition. Really I
want a break from my life. I want to expand my understanding of the world. I want to learn
about other people and places and lifestyles. It's humbling and it's important and it makes me
happy. It's an opportunity not everyone has and also one a lot of people could have and choose
not to. And so I'm choosing to. I've already done my soul searching in therapy and this is what
my soul wants."
This trip has allowed me to question all parts of my identity because I have exited my personal
echo chamber. It wasn't a soul searching trip and yet I have learned a lot about a lot in a short
amount of time - myself, my friends, my hometown, my current town, what my life has been,
what my life could be, my priorities, etc etc. Removing myself from the world I have crafted
around me has allowed me to cleave my identity from my everyday life and explore what it
means to be Miranda without the influence of my environment.
It has given my brain a chance to rest and notice and focus. Not just noticing the surveying
monuments in every city (why are there so many well identified markers on the west coast?) but
how people live, what people think, and what is important to them. A concept my beautiful
friend Ali introduced me to right before I left was the idea of being interested instead of being
interesting. That listening to others and engaging with them creates more genuine conversation
and connection instead of always trying to be perceived as interesting or "cool." Spending a
month listening and engaging with people all over the world in places all over the country has
made me a better person.

exiting the echo chamber
So be kind to your wait staff, even when
they're busy, especially when they're busy.
Smile at people stationed on the sidewalk.
Give your friends flowers for no reason (or
for some reason). Listen when someone is
upset. Treat your coworkers with respect,
even if they are "under" you. Be patient. Be
open. Learn from your mistakes. Respect
people when they set a boundary. Stop
harshly judging people for things that don't
directly affect you (@ me judging all the
skinny white women in their Patagonia
apparel). Don't get into relationships for the
sake of being in a relationship - that hurts
everyone. Sit with yourself. Listen to the
silence. Listen to what your brain and body tell you in this silence. Go to therapy if you can.
You'll probably learn something regardless of how mentally stable you think you are. There is so
much we aren't taught in school and at home as children. Read, talk, and listen.
I want to fill the gaps. I want to collect information and stories and share them with whoever will
listen. As a thin, white, mostly femme-presenting human, people are more apt to listen to what I
have to say. Which is why I'm going to work harder to incorporate the stories of others in my
writing. Part of why I started writing, and sharing my writing, is because I felt like nobody
listened to me. I can't imagine how someone who doesn't have my privilege feels. It doesn't
mean my suffering isn't valid, it does mean that I was not overlooked or ignored because of the
way I look. And so it's time to hear about some of these stories. These are some of the things I
have discovered I am really passionate about. It's not about extending life or saving people, but
making life more beautiful and enjoyable for those who are alive.
Now that I've exited the echo chamber for a while, I aim to reenter with new ideas, more hope,
and more action. It's about slowing down, listening, and treating each other with kindness and
respect - human to human. As Dr. Marsha Linehan's mother said, "beauty is worth the effort it
takes."

texts to myself: june 2021
June 3, 2021
I don't shave my pubes for the patriarchy and I don't mow my lawn for my neighbors
June 4, 2021
queen of the peen
June 6, 2021
few of us have tried to make sense of the intricate patterns
driving to you listening to the playlist, surfer blood in times square
don't fuck raw w strangers
functional weird
new paltrow
new paltz
June 7, 2021
Tallan and Alan and the goofy movie dancing cleaning
mr. sushi
June 21, 2021
having a genuine friend means you can send them as many memes at whatever time
without the anxiety of being overbearing. there is no pressure.
June 30, 2021
there's a story to tell
which social media app is the most evil and why
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MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
dog fight prevention
After 2+ years working in the veterinary field I have accumulated some not so common
knowledge and insights into animal health. Complete and total disclaimer I am not a
registered or licensed veterinary professional so please do not take this as official medical
advice. I am limited to my experiences.
During my trip I visited many dog-friendly cities (shout out Flagstaff!). While I was so happy
to see so many dogs out and about, my emergency vet tech brain was weary. Once I even
passed a man and his dog, only to turn a corner to a woman with two dogs, "There's a dog
around the corner," I warned her. Dog fights are preventable. Understanding your dog's
temperament is a crucial first step.
Dog selectivity is a spectrum. Just like you probably don't want to interact with every person
you see or like every person you meet, dogs aren't always the super social creatures you see
on TV. Here are the categories of dog selectivity from most social to least social:
Dog Social - generally excited to meet and gets along with other dogs, does well at
dog parks and doggy day care environments
Dog Tolerant - mostly ambivalent to other dogs, but may choose to engage or enjoy
engaging with other dogs
Dog Selective - some dogs are fine and some dogs are not fine, there may be
distinguishable preferences such as sex, reproduction status (fixed or not fixed), and
size
Dog Aggressive - does not play well with others is putting it lightly, can be very reactive,
social distancing (more than six feet) is important for these kiddos. A basket muzzle may
be beneficial for walks or low key public outings
LEASHES LEASHES LEASHES. Even if your dog is social or tolerant, not every other dog they
meet will be. A leash allows you to be in control of your dog when they encounter another
dog who might not want another dog in their face.
PREY DRIVE. It's a real thing. For example, your large labrador might be dog social with
other large dogs, but be dog aggressive with smaller breeds (and cats).
Dog fights can happen in public, but we see a lot of situations where housemates have
fought over food or toys (resource guarding) or on holidays when dogs from multiple
households are all thrown together. It's important when introducing dogs to have them both
on leash and to pay close attention to how they react to each other. It's much easier to keep
dogs separate for a few days than to deal with an emergency vet visit and bill.

MEDICINE IS NOT MAGIC
dog fight prevention
If your dog is aggressive or selective it is important to communicate this with your
veterinarian, groomer, or any other professional who handles your dog. Although they will
likely be able to figure it out rather quickly, it helps to know in advance and also helps your
pet be more comfortable.
Dog fights can escalate quickly, harm the humans involved, and result in death or serious
injury. If you are concerned about your pet's behavior or have questions, talk to your
veterinarian and reach out to a behaviorist.

CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
or not
Why
was it too much coffee?
do I need to start my meds again?
am I actually physically sick?
was it something I ate?
is it being surrounded by tourists?
is it because I'm staying in a bunk bed just like the one I grew up with?
is it the realization that I crave something deeper? something more intimate?
is it because it feels like society is crumbling? does it need to fall apart so we can rebuild it
better?
is it normal to feel this incredibly alone and lost in the world?
is it a migraine?
It's the second one and possibly also the rest of them. I made this list after having a panic attack
in downtown Chicago the last day of my trip. Thank god for the notes app. Much like one theory
about the moon Miranda, maybe I had to explode so I could put myself back together.
I have restarted my medication since being home. My dog, Henley, also recently started taking
Prozac. We're fluoxetine friends. Although I was excited to taper off my meds, I've realized that I
do need them. Maybe not as high of a dose as I was taking, but maybe as my friend Anna says,
"just a dab'll do." So I'm starting with a dab.
The skills I've learned in therapy have helped, but if medication helps me avoid falling apart in
public, at work, and even home, I will take it. As I wrote in my travel journal that same afternoon,
"The lows I've felt, including today, are depths people - living beings - don't belong in." Every
time I read this I picture Spongebob when he gets stuck in Rock Bottom and that's honestly kind
of how it feels. Unable to communicate, frustrated, and just wanting be home. The goal of
medication isn't necessarily to one day not need them. My poor nervous system just needs a little
help and that's okay.

inside my travel journal
Here's what I underlined out of 66 pages of word vomit
june 4, 2022
I've already done my soul searching in therapy and this is what my soul wants
sometimes you don't realize what great things are out there until they happen
I don't actually want to entertain that thought, just document it
june 5, 2022
face-first into flagstaff
june 6, 2022
quench some of the chaos
june 8, 2022
both of us were open and interested
should come up with a list of travel hacks
relief on return
june 10, 2022
a snobby, bookish, New Yorker
I'm so privelaged I don't know how to spell privelage. It is privilege
an important reminder of how much impact we have on the people around us. our
sphere of influence
the dry air provides relief in the shade
june 12, 2022
I want to start writing more concisely - stop using very, a lot, little, just, sort of, kind of,
etc
we give up certain luxuries for the experience(s)
I make new friends just to leave them, unsure if I'll be back, unsure if they will still be
there
it's nice getting to know people from all over the world and rant about our shared
experience of the snoring symphony last night
june 14, 2022
I am not alone
june 16, 2022
a relief to be out of the desert

inside my travel journal
june 17, 2022
information is power
it's interesting what the mind thinks about and notices when given the opportunity
june 18, 2022
this trip has allowed me to question all the parts of my identity because I have exited my
personal echo chamber
june 19, 2022
what do you find pretentious
june 22, 2022
I bathed in the mists of the falls
june 23, 2022
it's about being an outsider
remember what they promised us?
not all professionals are predatory. how do we know who we can trust?
at some point does it just become a vessel for pretentiousness and conceitedness and
ego?
june 27, 2022
symbols of hope flash sheet
june 30, 2022
I'm so tired of displaced anger and unproductive conversations
july 1, 2022
the lows I've felt, including today, are depths people - living beings - don't belong in
the growing anti-intellectualism and also the pretentious performers
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